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Fig. 3 The effect of propulsion speed on hopping rate. a) Mean
ballistic speed u inside (uc , •), and outside (ug , ◦) crystal. Solid and
dashed lines are fits to Eq. (1). b) b) Hopping rate binned by speed
for each [H2 O2 ] (colour-coded). Solid lines: exponential fits within
each [H2 O2 ]; dashed line: exponential fit through the mean of each
data set.

2.2

Orbital Trapping.

At all H2 O2 concentrations, Janus particles orbit colloids
within the crystal, and hop between neighbouring orbits.
However, the residence time of a Janus particle in a particular orbit varied widely with the H2 O2 concentration. Fig. 2a
shows typical trajectories of Janus swimmers in colloidal crystals in 1% and 10% H2 O2 . In 1% H2 O2 , swimmers hop rapidly
through the crystal (supplementary video SV1§ ), whereas in
10% H2 O2 , the hopping rate is much reduced, so that the
swimmers remain in orbit around a single colloid for many
minutes. Quantitatively, Fig. 2b shows this hopping rate, Γ,
as a function of H2 O2 concentration. The solid line is a fit to
Γ ∝ [H2 O2 ]−1 .
We will now try to understand the trapping mechanism.
We first assess the possibility that the orbiting is due to some
kind of passive interactions alone. The distance between the
swimmer and the colloid surface is of order 100 nm (see Appendix B for details), which excludes short-ranged passive interactions such as dispersion forces. Electrostatic interactions
do have sufficient range, but all our colloidal surfaces (see Appendix C) and the glass 39,40 are negatively charged, so electrostatic interactions should not result in trapping. Gravity can
also be ruled out, as orbiting is observed even if the crystal is
inverted or on a vertical surface (see Appendix B).
We therefore turn to active interactions. It has been suggested 32 that the orbital trapping in the related system of PtAu nanorods is purely hydrodynamic. In trapping by pure HI,
the hopping rate Γ would be determined by a balance between
HI, which maintain a stable swimmer orientation and position,
and thermal fluctuations, which disrupt this stability 32 . HI increase with swimming speed, so pure hydrodynamic trapping
should result in a strong negative correlation between swimming speed and hopping rate.
As shown in Fig. 3a, at all H2 O2 concentrations, the mean
speed huc i inside the crystal is larger than that on plain glass,

hug i. The speed saturates at high H2 O2 concentration, as previously observed 6 . This has been attributed to the saturation
of Pt binding sites by H2 O2 molecules, which gives a predicted
speed of the form 6
hui =

u∗ [H2 O2 ]
,
[H2 O2 ]∗ + [H2 O2 ]

(1)

where u∗ is the saturation speed, and [H2 O2 ]∗ is the H2 O2
concentration at half maximum. The solid and dashed lines
in Fig. 3a are best fits to Eq. 1 with u∗g = 6.6 ± 1 µms−1
and u∗c = 11.1 ± 2 µms−1 , and [H2 O2 ]∗c = 0.22% ± 0.1% and
[H2 O2 ]∗g = 0.27% ± 0.1%.
However, at each H2 O2 concentration, there is also a wide
variation in the swimming speed of individual Janus particles,
probably due to variations in the Pt coating. In Fig. 3b, we
therefore plot the hopping rate Γ of individual swimmers versus their orbital swimming speed. In contrast to the expectation of a purely hydrodynamic trapping model, we see no systematic variation of Γ with swimming speed, i.e. the coloured
curves corresponding to individual H2 O2 concentrations are
all much flatter than the black curve through the mean speeds
and hopping rates. Hence, the trapping is strongly dependent on H2 O2 concentration, but via some speed-independent
mechanism.
Apart from pure hydrodynamics, other active trapping
mechanisms have been proposed, such as combinations of
hydrodynamics with either short-ranged repulsive electrostatics 41 or phoretic interactions 19 . However, it is difficult to
make firm conclusions because of continuing uncertainty over
the propulsion mechanism, which will have a critical effect
on the nature and strength of the hydrodynamic and phoretic
fields. While there is strong evidence against the originallyproposed self-diffusiophoretic mechanism 8 , the details of the
true mechanism, which appears to be some version of selfelectrophoresis, remain obscure 8,9 . Nevertheless, the observed Γ ∝ [H2 O2 ]−1 dependence should provide a strong constraint for future theories of the propulsion and interaction
mechanisms of these swimmers.
Even in ignorance of the trapping mechanism, we can still
attempt to quantify the trapping strength. Our stable orbit
corresponds to a fixed point in a 4-dimensional phase space
(two orientational and two translational degrees of freedom,
assuming that the swimmer is axisymmetric and that we can
ignore the relatively small interactions with neighbouring colloids, see below). Assuming that there are no limit cycles near
this fixed point, we can treat the swimmer as though it were
trapped in a potential well in this 4-dimensional space. For
two of these parameters, the horizontal angle β between the
swimmer axis and the tangent to the orbit, and the radius ρ
of the orbit (see Fig. 4 for definitions, and Appendix B for
measurement details), we measured the temporal standard deviations, σβ = 1.9◦ and σρ = 12 nm. Using the equipartition
1–11 | 3
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Fig. 4 Plan a) and side b) views of a Janus swimmer orbiting a
colloid, showing the definition of the angles φ , β and τ, and the
orbital radius ρ. The mean values of β and τ are hβ i = 7◦ ± 2◦ , and
hτi = 1◦ ± 2◦ .

theorem, we then obtain the stiffness of the trapping potential
in each of these directions: kβ = kB T /σβ2 = 4 × 10−18 J, and
kρ = kB T /σρ2 = 3 × 10−5 Jm−2 .
Similarly, from the hopping rate, Γ, we can estimate the
depth of the effective trapping potential U using the Kramers
theory of escape over a potential barrier, which predicts an
escape frequency 42


U
Γ ≈ A exp −
.
(2)
kB T
The attempt rate A depends on the form of the potential, which
is unknown; but A typically has the form 42
A=

kD
,
2πkB T

(3)

where k has the dimensions of stiffness and D is a relevant
diffusivity. In our case, the simplest escape routes come from
large fluctuations in β or ρ. For fluctuations in ρ, we estimate k = kρ . To estimate the relevant D, we have to know
the effect of nearby surfaces on diffusion normal to these
surfaces. It is known that for a surface-to-surface gap of
g = 0.1a (we measured gaps of this order; see Appendix B),
the diffusivity Dρ for a swimmer close to a single plane wall
is approximately 10% of the free-particle diffusivity 43 , giving Dρ ∼ 0.02 µm2 s−1 here. Using these values, we find
Aρ ∼ 30 s−1 , which, together with Γ = 10−3 s−1 at 10%
H2 O2 , gives U ∼ 12kB T . Considering fluctuations in β gives
a similar result.
Note that in the above σβ and σρ are averages of the standard deviations obtained from single orbits, rather than orbitto-orbit variations. We found no oscillations in these parameters∗ , so that the measured standard deviations represent a
combination of real temporal variabilites in these parameters
∗ The reason for the lack of oscillation in β and ρ , as compared to the orbital
speed (see below), is simply that β and ρ are constrained by the orbital trapping, whereas φ is not.
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and experimental uncertainties in their measurement. In consequence, kβ , kρ and U represent approximate lower bounds
on the respective quantities.
Finally, we point out that our findings should also apply
generally to the trapping of Janus swimmers at surfaces and
edges, since the orbital trapping appears to be a particular
instance of this more general case. As previously noted 8 ,
micron-sized catalytic Janus swimmers are stably trapped at
glass surfaces, and we have also observed their trapping on
the surfaces of 100 µm polystyrene beads (Thermo Scientific),
and of hexadecane (Sigma Aldrich) droplets. The orbital behaviour found here also appears to be generic: we have observed stable orbits around silica beads (Bangs Labs), hexadecane droplets, and the oxygen bubbles formed by the H2 O2
decomposition† . The swimmers also follow the internal edge
of water droplets on glass in air or in oil, and will orbit around
the horizontal axis between two colloids within the colloidal
crystals if a defect leaves sufficient space‡ . Orbital behaviour
has also been reported for Pt-Au nanorods 32 , and again, this
was with static colloids of various materials.
2.3

Speed Oscillations.

In 10% H2 O2 , the orbits are extremely stable, and we tracked
Janus swimmers orbiting single colloids within the crystal for
100s of revolutions (see SV2§ ). The speed u(φ ) as a function
of the orbital angle φ shows sinusoidal oscillations (Fig. 5a).
The solid curve is a fit of the form
n
o

(4)
u(φ ) = uc 1 + ũ cos 6(φ − δ ) ,

with δ ∈ (−30◦ , 30◦ ]. The origin for φ is chosen so that the
neighbouring colloids are at φ = 0◦ , 60◦ , etc. We measure
from 17 videos a fractional amplitude ũ = 7.7% ± 0.5% and
retardation δ = 13.5◦ ± 1.5◦ . It is clear that these oscillations
originate from interactions between the Janus swimmer and
the six colloids neighbouring the central colloid. However,
there are several potential types of interaction, which we will
now discuss.
As before, we begin with passive interactions. The surfaceto-surface distance between the Janus swimmer and its neighbouring colloids is at least 800 nm, so, again, the only plausible passive interaction mechanism is electrostatic. Adding
100 µM NaNO3 (giving Debye length, κ −1 . 30 nm) left the
oscillations unchanged, and in this case we can estimate the
† These oxygen bubbles can be a serious issue for experiments on self-propelled
particles fuelled by H2 O2 . The relatively low concentration of Janus particles
used here allows us to make measurements for at least 1 hour before these
bubbles intrude significantly on the swimming experiments. However, the
oxygen bubbles did limit electrophoretic mobility measurements to a maximum of 1% H2 O2 (see Appendix C).
‡ In a perfectly hexagonally ordered layer of 10 µm diameter spheres, the interstice between three neighbouring spheres is too small for the passage of a
2 µm diameter sphere.
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Fig. 7 Tracked videos of smooth-swimming E. coli a) on plain
glass, and b) inside a crystal. c) MSD on plain glass (◦ = Janus;  =
E. coli) and inside the crystal (× = Janus, + = E. coli). Solid lines:
diffusive (t) and ballistic (t 2 ) scaling. Arrows highlight the effect of
moving from glass into the crystal (g→c). d) Confocal image of a
flagella stained (red) bacterium inside a colloidal crystal. Colloids
(green) touch each other, but only a small, polar slice is visible.
Blue: 6 s trajectory of a bacterium with shorter flagella (not shown).

The behaviour of E. coli can be explained more simply than
that of the Janus swimmers. The bacteria’s typical circulation
radius (Fig. 7a) is much larger than the inter-colloid spacing,
and at ∼ 7 µm, their flagella are likely to hinder turning out
of the straight channels between colloids. Occasionally, bacteria do briefly orbit individual colloids, but imaging E. coli
with fluorescent flagella, shows that these cells typically have
shorter, ∼ 3 µm flagella (Fig. 7d and SV3§ ), and so should
also have a naturally tighter circulation radius than bacteria
with longer flagella 34 . Unlike Janus swimmers, bacteria do
not appear to be trapped by the colloid at the centre of their
orbit, and do not approach it closely (Fig. 7d).
It is interesting that the complex environment of the colloidal crystal can effectively simplify the trajectories of E. coli
bacteria compared to their behaviour on plane surfaces. This
may have applications in studying various -taxes (chemotaxis,
phototaxis etc.) on surfaces, where circulation would normally prevent the bacteria from biassing their motion along
favourable gradients.

4

Conclusion

We have studied the behaviour of catalytic Janus swimmers
and motile E. coli bacteria inside a model 2D colloidal crystal.
The effect of this porous environment on these two swimmers
is, respectively, to create and destroy, orbital motion.
Our measurement of the behaviour of Janus swimmers inside the colloid crystal has generated a wealth of data on their
behaviour in this environment, including detailed characteri-

sation of orbital speed oscillations. These data set constraints
for future work on the propulsion mechanism of these swimmers. Such understanding would then allow an assessment of
the importance of PI in our crystalline geometry. If PI turn
out to be minor, then our analysis of HI suggests that Janus
swimmers are pushers with similar dipolar flow field amplitude to E. coli. In that case, the very different response to
the crystalline environment of these two self-propelled particle systems is noteworthy: many theoretical calculations and
simulations assume, at least implicitly, that it is fruitful to discuss ‘generic pusher behaviour’. Our data suggest otherwise.
Our observations immediately suggest other studies. For
example, the circulation of E. coli next to surfaces presents
an obstacle to the study of chemotaxis, which crystalline
rectification would presumably overcome. The stable Janus
swimmer orbits at high fuel concentration could form the
basis for constructing various microfluidic devices, e.g., a
mixer on the micro level 32 .
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A Supplementary Video Information
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B Geometrical Considerations
In this section, we give details of how we estimate the gap
sizes and inclination angles between the surface of the swimmer, and the static colloid and glass surfaces.
As the swimmer orbits a single colloid, we wish to measure the radius ρ of its orbit, the azimuthal angle of the swimmer around its orbit φ , and the inclination β and τ of the
swimmer’s orientation away from the tangent to that orbit (see
Fig. 8c). However, since the Janus particle has non-uniform
fluorescence intensity, we cannot straightforwardly determine
the centre of the particle. We instead measure equivalent parameters (ρ ′ , φ ′ , β ′ ) for the centroid of an ellipse fitted to a
thresholded image of the swimmer at each frame, which will
be offset from the true centre of the swimmer by some small
distance ∆c along the swimmer’s orientation vector.
The expected shape of the image of the swimmer is not
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Janus swimmers orbiting colloids in the crystal were observed
along the plane of the coverslip using a custom-built sample
chamber, shown in Fig. 8d-e. A colloidal crystal was formed
at the edge of a 22×22 mm2 coverslip (A), as in the main
text. Coverslip A was attached with ∼ 600 µm parafilm to a
glass slide previously cut down to 50 mm, so that the edge of
coverslip A was flush with the long edge of the slide, with the
crystal facing inwards. The slide was then glued onto a 22×50
mm2 coverslip (B), with the crystal lying next to coverslip B.
Janus swimmers in 10% H2 O2 solution were added as usual,
and viewed through coverslip B using a 100× oil immersion
objective. Swimmers were recorded orbiting single colloids at
the lower edge of the crystal, and images were captured with
a CoolSNAP (Photometrics) camera using MicroManager 49
(see SV4§ ). The inclination τ = 1◦ ± 2◦ of the swimmers w.r.t.
coverslip A was determined by fitting ellipses to thresholded
images of the swimmers, as above.

C Electrophoretic Mobility Measurements
We used a Malvern Zetasizer to measure the electrophoretic
mobility of each of the colloids, in a solution of 100 µM
NaNO3 (Fluka) and 1% H2 O2 . The colloidal volume fractions
were 10−5 v/v for all 2 µm diameter colloids, and 10−3 v/v
for all 10 µm diameter colloids.
The
mobilities
were,
for
the
2 µm
diameter,
uncoated
polystyrene
colloids,
µPS = (−4.7 ± 0.2) × 10−8 m2 V−1 s−1 , and for the Janus
particles µj = (−4.1 ± 0.6) × 10−8 m2 V−1 s−1 . The mobility
of a half-coated Janus particle should just be the mean
mobility of its faces 50 , which implies a Pt surface mobility of
µPt = (−3.5 ± 1.2) × 10−8 m2 V−1 s−1 . For the static colloids,
µS = (−3.2 ± 0.2) × 10−8 m2 V−1 s−1 .
Applying the Smoluchowski theory for the electrophoretic
mobility, the surface charge density on these colloids is approximately q = µηκ, with κ −1 ∼ 30 nm the Debye length,
and η = 10−3 Pa s the viscosity of water, giving q of order
−10−3 Cm−2 in each case.
We were unable to measure Janus particle mobilities in 10%
H2 O2 , because the production of oxygen bubbles interfered
with the measurement. However, we verified that Janus particles in 1% H2 O2 with 100 µm NaNO3 exhibit the same orbital
trapping behaviour.

D Hydrodynamic Interactions
In this section, we write down, for a swimmer moving in a
circular orbit in free space, the speed variation induced by hydrodynamic interaction with a spherical object outside that orbit. The swimmer is modelled as a stresslet of strength α,
oriented along a swimming direction v̂. The swimmer is in10 |
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stantaneously located at position s, lying on a circular orbit
whose local tangent vector is p̂. A colloid of radius A is located at some arbitrary position X. The displacement vector l
of the swimmer from the static colloid is l = s−X, with centerto-centre distance l = |l|. The distance between the centre of
the swimmer and the surface of the neighbouring colloid is
h = l − R.
We decompose the swimmer’s orientation into components
perpendicular and parallel to the neighbouring colloid’s surface, in order to use the expressions for the advected velocity
given in 45 . We therefore define two unit vectors, l̂, which is
perpendicular to the colloid surface, and k̂ which is parallel to
the colloid surface, and lies in the v̂, l̂ plane. These two unit
vectors are
l
,
l
l̂ × (v̂ × l̂)
,
k̂ =
|v̂ × l̂|
l̂ =

(12)

In this coordinate system
v̂ = k̂ cos ω + l̂ sin ω ,

(13)

where ω is the inclination of the swimmer away from the tangent plane to the colloid’s surface (sin ω = v̂ · l̂). We can define
two other angles likewise: sin ψ = p̂ · l̂, and cos χ = p̂ · v̂.
The hydrodynamic interactions between a free swimmer,
moving originally at speed u0 along direction v̂, and the
sphere, would in general result in an additional swimmer velocity ∆u, which can be decomposed along l̂ and k̂
∆u = ul (h, ω, u0 )l̂ + uk (h, ω, u0 )k̂ .

(14)

In the present case, however, the particle velocity is constrained to lie on the tangent, p̂, so the observed variation in
swimmer speed will be u′ = p̂ · ∆u, or
u′ = ul sin ψ + uk

cos χ − sin ψ sin ω
,
cos ω

(15)

where, for the velocity components ul and uk , we can directly
use recently derived far-field interaction formulae 45 . Translating into our coordinate system, these are


−3Rα 1 − 3 sin2 ω (R + h)
ul =
2h2 (2R + h)2


3R3 α 2R2 + 6Rh + 3h2 sin (2ω)
.
(16)
uk =
4h2 (R + h)3 (2R + h)2
and combining Eq. (15)-16 will then give the predicted fractional speed variation u′ /u0 .
It remains to write down the relevant coordinates. The (fictitious) glass surface is on the x − y plane, with z pointing into
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the sample, and the origin is at the point of contact between the
(fictitious) central colloid and the plane. We take the swimmer
to be a small distance gjg = 70 nm above the plane, and orbiting at horizontal distance ρ from the z-axis through the centre
of the central colloid (x = y = 0), and define its position s in
terms of the azimuthal angle φ


s = ρ cos φ , ρ sin φ , a + gjg .
(17)
The neighbouring colloid is fixed at


X = 2R, 0, R ,

(18)

while the tangent to the circular orbit of the swimmer is


(19)
p̂ = − sin φ , cos φ , 0 ,

containing 30 µgml−1 kanamycin and 5 µgml−1 tetracycline
overnight at 30 C and 200 rpm. Bacteria were diluted 1:100
into 35 ml tryptone broth containing antibiotics as above and
grown for further 4 h. Next, three washes were performed
using phosphate motility buffer (6.2 mM K2 HPO4 , 3.8 mM
KH2 PO4 , 67 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA at pH 7.0) and cells
concentrated to a total volume of ∼3 ml. To perform flagella labelling the protocol of Turner et al. 51 was followed.
Briefly, 10 µl of Alexa Fluor 633 C5 maleimide (1 mgml−1 in
dimethyl sulfoxide, Molecular Probes) was added to 1 ml of
washed bacteria and incubated at room temperature and 100
rpm for 60 min. Three washes were performed as described
above and final density was adjusted to optical density 0.3 at
600 nm in motility buffer containing 0.002 wt% TWEEN 20.

and the orientation of the swimmer is


v̂ = − sin (φ − β ) cos τ, cos (φ − β )cos τ, sin τ , (20)
where β is the fixed angle between the tangent to the orbit
and the orientation of the swimmer in the x-y plane, and τ is
the fixed inclination of the swimmer away from the horizontal
plane (Fig. 8c). This gives cos χ = cos β cos τ.

E Flagella Stained E. coli
Construction of the smooth swimming E. coli strain AB1157
cheY has been described previously 46 . For the current
work, the strain was further modified by replacement of
the chromosomal copy of the fliC gene with a modified
copy encoding a mutant FliC protein in which the serine
amino acid at position 353 is replaced with a cysteine
amino acid. Strain HCB1668 is a Tn5 fliC null derivative
of AW405 in which FliC S353C is expressed from the
plasmid pBAD33 51 . This plasmid was used as a template
to amplify 803 bp of fliC by PCR. This encompassed the
AGT to TGC mutation which was flanked on each side by
400 bp of the fliC gene. The primers used for amplification
were GCAACTCGAGCAATTGAGGGTGTTTATACTGA
and
GCAAGTCGACCCTGGTTAGCTTTTGCCAACA.
Restriction sites for XhoI and SalI were included. The PCR
product was purified, digested with XhoI and SalI and ligated
into the plasmid pTOF24, which had been digested with the
same enzymes. The resultant recombinant plasmid pTOF24
fliC was transformed into AB1157 cheY and used to replace
the wild type fliC allele with the fliC mutation by plasmid
mediated gene replacement using a previously published
method 52 . Correct insertion of the mutation was verified by
sequencing.
The resultant strain AB1157 cheY pHC60 FliC S353C was
grown from a single colony in 10 ml Luria-Bertani broth
1–11 | 11
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Colloidal crystals induce orbital motion in self-propelled Janus particles, and destroy orbital motion
in E. coli bacteria.
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